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Abstract
Fuel cell technology is one of the many competing technologies in the future of energy
conversion and transport. With a growing demand for efficient, versatile and environ-
mental friendly alternatives to the internal combustion engine, fuel cells show promising
potential where batteries and grid-electricity are not available.
For portable and transport applications, the low temperature Polymer Elec-
trolyte Membrane Fuel Cell (PEMFC) is the most promising candidate. With a simple
design, high power density and fast start-up, this technology have advanced quickly
during the last decade with numerous field trials of several big automotive companies.
However, two important challenges still remain.
The current PEMFC system is still several times more expensive than compet-
ing technologies, even in serial production. Alternative cheaper materials, as well as
improved design and manufacturing techniques can ultimately lower the cost.
The durability of the PEMFC system must also be improved to compete with
current technologies. The US Department of Energy estimates that the durability of
a fuel cell stack need to reach no less than 5000 operating hours to be a competitive
option. In the fuel cell stack, the membrane electrode assembly is known to be the
limiting factor in durability tests.
In this thesis, Raman spectroscopy and X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS)
are used to detect and identify degradation mechanisms in membranes and electrodes
used in PEMFC. The two main degradation mechanisms detected in poly-fluorosulfonic
acid-based (PFSA) membranes are loss of active end groups and degradation of the
polymer backbone (cutting of the polymer chain). Both these mechanisms are quan-
tified by Raman spectroscopy. Degradation of the backbone, and carbon migration
from the electrodes into the membrane are certain signs of an upcoming failure of
the membrane, this degradation is measured in detail with micro-Raman spectroscopy.
Finally, XPS is used to measure the oxidation state and particle distribution in the
interface between the electrodes and the membrane. A lowered concentration of active
catalyst in electrodes lowers the efficiency of the fuel cell and leads to rapid degradation.
Keywords: fuel cell, PEMFC, degradation, PFSA, Raman, XPS, Nafion
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Chapter 1
Energy
Energy is literally what makes the world revolve. With enough energy mankind can over-
come most of our global challenges; pure water can be produced from thin air or salty ocean
water, with this water we could produce enough food for a growing population [1, 2]. Look-
ing at the energy consumption today we see some interesting facts; even as OECD countries
like Sweden reduce our energy consumption per capita, the total energy consumption of
the world increases [3]. On top of this, with environmental threats such as global warming
the outcast for success is not the brightest. However, recent advances in renewable energy
technology and public awareness of the environmental issues at hand give ”new fuel” to
both research and industry.
The energy sources used today are a mix of three types; nuclear, fossil, and renewables.
These three types of energy sources provide all energy we use on a daily basis. Nuclear
and fossil energy are non-renewable sources which are finite and impact the environment
through pollution and other hazards to mankind. The third option, renewable energy,
comes in different forms from solid biomass from the forest to gaseous biogas produced
from organic waste. This family of energy sources will be the sustainable alternative in the
future. The main debate now is how close to that future we are?
Renewable sources of energy are those that can be renewed during our lifetime. Examples
are geothermal heat, solar-, wind-, wave-power etc. where the energy cannot be stored
in its original form [4]. Other renewable sources can be stored, e.g. biomass (solid) and
biofuel (liquid), with high energy content. Renewable energy sources have many advantages
compared to fossil and nuclear but also some disadvantages such as high price and low
energy content. Competition with food production makes the use of these fuels, in some
cases, politically challenging [5, 6].
1.1 Oil as an Economy
Oil as an economy refers to that the price of oil governs many other prices. For example,
if the price of oil increases because of conflicts or war, the price of fresh fruit in Sweden
may also increase due to higher transportation costs. The energy situation in Europe and
the rest of the world is largely dependent on the availability of oil due to our dependence
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Figure 1.1: The Hubbert curve describe the global relationship between individual oil wells and the
total production of oil. A decline in discoveries of new oil wells would be the first indicator of a
peak in oil production or ”peak oil” according to the Hubbert curve [7].
of energy for both transportation and stationary applications.
During the 20th Century we have made ourselves more and more dependent on oil. Oil is
refined into polymers, gasoline, diesel and other lighter hydrocarbons. These are also used
to synthesize other compounds such as ethanol and methanol. The primary reason for our
fixation to oil is that historically the price and availability have been excellent. This might,
however, be on the verge of changing; peak oil and global warming have shed a new light
on our consumption of non-renewable energy.
Global warming has during recent years been accepted by the majority of the scientific
community to be a fact caused by the excessive use of fossil fuels resulting in an increase of
carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. The idea to use renewable fuel instead of fossil fuels is
not to decrease the usage of the total amount of fuel, but to use energy where the carbon
dioxide can be recycled within 1-100 years.
Peak oil is the term describing the problem of energy resource depletion and was described
by the geologist M. King Hubbert in 1956 [7], see figure 1.1. Peak oil could have a negative
effect on the economic system which in many aspects are based on cheap readily available
energy, the dominating of which is oil responsible for 41% of the total fuel consumption
and 95% of the fuel consumption in the transport sector globally [8]. There are ongoing
discussions whether we have already passed peak oil or not [9, 10, 11, 12].
1.2 Fossil Fuels
Fossil fuels originate from natural anaerobic decomposition of organisms buried under
ground or in water reservoirs. The fossil remains have been chemically changed due to
high pressure and heat during a long period of time, sometimes exceeding 650 million
years. Due to the organic origin of the fuel a high carbon content is the common denomi-
nator for all the fuels whether solid, liquid or gaseous at ambient pressure and temperature.
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Fossil fuels have been the dominating energy source for the transport industry since the
introduction of the internal combustion engine (ICE). Other alternatives such as electrical
vehicles were popular during the beginning of the 20th Century, but were marginalized due
to the low price of gasoline.
1.3 Renewable Energy
The term ”Renewable energy” implies energy that can be renewed within our life time.
The amount of renewable energy used globally has, during the last 25 years, been constant
around 10% of the total global energy supply with the larger part being grid power pro-
duction [13]. The smaller part of fuels are often referred to as biofuels and used as energy
carriers; examples are bioethanol, biomethanol and biogas.
Many renewable energy sources have been part of our society for thousands of years; from
heating homes with wood fires to producing flour from grain using windmills and water
mills. These techniques are simple and reliable but they are not very energy efficient or
power dense. There are also variations in the production as the sun goes down (solar
power), the wind stops blowing (wind power) or during dry periods (hydro power). The
solution is to either create a continuous and controlled production or an efficient energy
storage. One way to store energy is chemically as hydrogen gas.
1.4 Hydrogen
One common misconception with fuels is that they are not a source of energy but energy
carriers. Fossil fuels are for example located in oil and gas findings, pumped to the surface
and refined to various energy carriers. These reservoirs were created during millions of
years and stored until the industrialization of mankind. Hydrogen is not a fuel that can
be found in abundance anywhere, but hydrogen can be produced through various different
processes with a high efficiency and very few by-products. Most energy sources and carriers
can be converted into hydrogen and many chemical plants have very pure hydrogen as a
waste product from other chemical processes.
1.4.1 Production
Hydrogen production can be divided in three main categories; reformation of hydrocarbons,
which can be made from fossil or biomass fuel, electrolysis of water, which basically acts
as a reverse fuel cell, and photo catalytic water splitting into hydrogen. Reformation is
today the technique that generates the most hydrogen, and steam reforming of natural gas
alone generate 50% of the world’s supply of hydrogen and fossil fuels account for 96% of the
total production [14, 15]. Hydrogen produced with this technique generates carbon dioxide
and depending on the fuel source, this could add to global warming. This technique is on
the other hand an important step towards fuel cells in transportation as the reformation
process can be done on-board the vehicles and therefore use the current infrastructure for
gasoline for example.
3
Hydrogen Gasoline vapor Natural gas
Flammability limits (in air) 4 - 74% 1.4 - 7.6% 5.3 - 15%
Explosion limits (in air) 18.3 - 59.0% 1.1 - 3.3% 5.7 - 14%
Ignition Energy (mJ) 0.02 0.20 0.29
Flame temp. in air (◦C) 2045 2197 1875
Stoichiometric mixture
(most easily ignited in air) 29% 2% 9%
Table 1.1: Hydrogen requires a higher concentration in the air to ignite than both gasoline and
natural gas, which in some aspects makes it equally or more safe than conventional fuels. Recreated
from [17].
1.4.2 Storage
Hydrogen is the smallest molecule there is and can therefore escape through materials,
this need to be kept in mind when designing storage vessels. Most metallic cylinders can
contain hydrogen with a very low permeability rate, but polymers and composites can cause
problems. This property can also be positive as in the event of evacuation of a cylinder,
hydrogen will be evacuated and dispersed much faster than other heavier gases such as
compressed natural gas (CNG [16]).
1.4.3 Safety
Safety is usually the primary concern when you discuss hydrogen as a fuel on-board a
vehicle or in other consumer products. Many of us know about the Hindenburg accident in
1937 and though the reason of the initial ignition of the airship is not known the same type
of disaster could have happened if the airship would have been filled with CNG. In fact,
compared to conventional fuels hydrogen is not easier to ignite than for example gasoline
vapor or natural gas, see table 1.1 [17]. Hydrogen is safely used on a daily basis in many
different chemical processes and can be used and stored safely but as with all flammable
fuels you need to consider the safety aspects.
1.4.4 The Hydrogen Society
For an energy system to be sustainable one must take all steps; production, distribution,
storage, conversion and finally environmental and health impacts into account. Hydrogen
could very well be the energy carrier that dominates transportation in the future, however,
for this to become a reality the system needs to be efficient and economically competitive.
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Chapter 2
The Fuel Cell
While finding new and improving already established renewable sources of energy is impor-
tant, the energy conversion also has to be improved. In the automotive sector, the recent
paradigm shift is the hybridization of the traditional ICE with an electric engine, creating
hybrid electric vehicles of various kinds (HEV). This is a very important step towards true
EVs using only electricity from the grid, stored in batteries, as fuel. The alternative route
to pure electric cars is to store the energy chemically in the same manner as done today with
natural gas, diesel, gasoline and other liquid and gaseous fuels, and convert it to electric
energy. In this chapter we look into all the components of fuel cells, their purpose, their
limitations, and what is important when designing fuel cell materials.
2.1 Basics and History
A fuel cell is a device converting electric energy from chemically stored energy without
combustion. The fuel cell consists of an anode and a cathode, where the chemical reactions
take place, and an electrolyte for proton transport (see figure 2.1). Fuel cells are considered
a modern technology, but the first fuel cell was invented by William Grove already in 1839
[16]. One large step for the technology was in 1965 when the space shuttle Gemini 5 used
fuel cells to power its electronic equipment. Fuel cells were again used for the Apollo space
program to produce electricity, heating and fresh drinking water. In line with this work,
PowerCell AB has developed and demonstrated a compact fuel cell system using diesel as
fuel [18, 19]. Many types of fuel cells exist, see table 2.1.
2.2 Efficiency
The direct conversion of chemical energy to electrical energy offer an improved efficiency
compared to an ICE. For the ICE, the exothermic reaction of the combustion release energy
in the forms of heat, which is translated into work according to the first law of thermody-
namics. The theoretical efficiency νtheory is defined as:
νtheory =
T2 − T1
T2
(2.1)
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Where T2 is the upper temperature limit and T1 is the lower temperature limit of the
reaction. The efficiency of the combustion is also limited by the Carnot cycle:
QCarnot =
T1
T2
Qreact (2.2)
The maximum theoretical efficiency of according to the Carnot cycle is about 50% [16]. A
total system efficiency of 40% for an ICE is considered a very efficient system, and at idling
only a few percent is not unusual. Fuel cells on the other hand, are not limited by the
Carnot cycle. The electrochemical mechanism convert the chemical energy into electrical
energy directly and only a portion of the energy is lost as latent heat of reaction, Qlat. The
theoretical efficiency is:
νtheory =
Qreact −Qlat
Qreact
(2.3)
For a fuel cell with hydrogen as the fuel the maximum efficiency is 83% [16]. As with most
systems there are losses and for the fuel cell these are mainly related to activation losses,
internal resistance and mass transport limitations at high loads. A fuel cell system above
50% efficiency is considered to be feasible to manufacture with state-of-the-art materials
and designs available.
2.3 Fuels
As mentioned in the previous section, the primary fuel of the low temperature fuel cells
is hydrogen. It is, however, possible to combine the fuel cell with a fuel converter from
other fuels. An example is the diesel reformer which converts diesel into a hydrogen rich
gas through a steam reforming process involving high temperature and steam as shown in
equation 2.4.
CH4 +H2O
+∆
 CO + 3H2 (2.4)
The process, however, produces large amounts of carbon monoxide prone to poison the
catalyst in low temperature fuel cells. The carbon monoxide can be reduced by a gas-
shift reaction (equation 2.5) at low temperature yielding additional hydrogen gas. A diesel
reformer yields approximately 45% hydrogen; the rest being nitrogen, carbon dioxide and
traces of carbon monoxide and hydrocarbons.
CO +H2O → CO2 +H2 (2.5)
The steam reforming reaction is strongly endothermic, while the gas-shift reaction is mildly
exothermic. The whole process requires energy both during start-up/warm-up and under
steady-state operation. This can be achieved by recycling unused fuel from the fuel cell
into a catalytic burner heating the reformer.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of a PEMFC. Fuel containing hydrogen is feed to the anode and oxygen (often
air) is feed to the cathode, the reaction occurs when a load is placed between the current collector
plates and the waste product is pure water. If pure hydrogen is used, it is not necessary to have an
anode outlet as all gas is consumed.
2.4 The Polymer Electrolyte Membrane Fuel Cell (PEMFC)
The focus of this work is on polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells (PEMFC). The fuel for
PEMFC is hydrogen gas and as the schematic in figure 2.1 shows, the hydrogen gas is fed
into the anode side of a fuel cell membrane and oxygen is fed into the fuel cell on the other
side. The electrodes on both anode and cathode side of the membrane contain an electro-
catalyst which split the hydrogen gas on the anode electrode into protons, this reaction
is referred to as the hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR, equation 2.6). The protons are
transported through the electrolyte membrane and recombined with electrons and oxygen
ions at the cathode electrode to produce the only waste product; water. The cathode
reaction is called oxygen reduction reaction (ORR, equation 2.7). The electrons are not
conducted through the membrane, but through an external circuit to produce electricity.
2H2 → 4H+ + 4e− (2.6)
4H+ + 4e− +O2 → 2H2O (2.7)
The PEMFC can be made into any shape and size to suit the application in terms of power
required and space available. PEMFC has great potential in transport application mainly
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Figure 2.2: Schematics of a fuel cell system. Depending on application, fuel processor and after
treatment are optional.
due to the high power density (around 1 W/cm2) and the low temperature (80-120◦C)
which yields small, light stacks with fast start-up and easy thermal control. On the other
hand, the main drawbacks are the high purity of the fuel required, expensive catalysts
needed for the low-temperature reactions and poor durability under cycling conditions. A
comparison of the different fuel cell technologies, their advantages and disadvantages, is
made in table 2.1. In a fuel cell hybrid electric vehicle (FCHEV), the ICE is replaced by
a highly efficient electric engine driven by a low noise fuel cell that can with a reformer
be powered by a variety of different fuels. The total efficiency from tank-to-wheel can be
higher than the ICE over a wide range of power outputs [20].
2.5 PEMFC Components
A PEMFC system can be split into four major components; fuel processor, fuel cell stack,
after treatment and auxiliaries (see figure 2.2). This work focus on the fuel cell stack and
how to increase its durability. When assembling a fuel cell stack, each cell in practice has
an operation voltage of about 0.7 V. As the cells are connected in series the total voltage
of the stack are the sum of all the cell voltages. For automotive industry, the stack voltage
range typically from 40-200 V depending on application (auxiliary, range extender or pri-
mary source). The total current scales with the total area of the cell. For a very small fuel
cell stack, air cooling can be sufficient to remove the excess heat. But for most fuel cells, a
cooling water circuit is needed to remove the heat from each fuel cell unit.
The stack, in turn, also consists of four specific components, see figure 2.1. The basic
components counting from the gas inlet are; bipolar plates (BPP) sometimes referred to
as the current collectors, the gas diffusion layer (GDL), the electrodes which is a mix of
carbon black and catalyst, and the polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM). We will look at
all of these components, what their tasks are, and how they are assembled in the fuel cell.
2.5.1 Bipolar Plates (BPP)
The BPP have several important tasks; distribute the reactant gases over the entire surface,
provide heat transfer for the electrochemical reactions, conduct the electrons produced and
consumed at the active layers (AL), and act the mechanical support for the stack. When
assembling a fuel cell stack, the BPP acting as anode in one cell will be the cathode bipolar
plate for the next cell in the stack. If active cooling is needed, this is often integrated in
the BPP between the anode and the cathode side of the plate. Because of the required low
electric resistance the choice of material is either metals or composites. Composite BPP
have the advantage of being chemically stable in the fuel cell environment, have low resis-
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Figure 2.3: The experimental cell used for the aging experiments. The flow field has a ”triple
serpentine” pattern machined from a thick composite piece.
tance and being easy to machine. However, composite materials are often brittle, requiring
thicker plates. This in turn leads to a larger total weight and size of the stack. Figure 2.3
shows the composite BPP used for this work. Metallic BPP on the other hand, are cheap
and can be manufactured in micron thick plates, yielding thin stacks. The downside is that
the conductivity often is lower than for composite plates and their chemical resistance is
dependent on the metal alloy. Oxidation of metal BPP (rust) not only affects the mechan-
ical stability and gas flow in the stack, but could also poison the catalyst and membrane.
The BPP with active cooling is the single largest and heaviest component in the fuel cell
and is responsible for at least 75% of the total weight of the stack.
An important aspect of the BPP is the flow field. The efficiency of the fuel cell is highly
dependent on the how well the gas is distributed with the smallest pressure drop. The
bipolar plates shown in figure 2.3 have a so called ”triple serpentine” pattern. This ensures
good distribution of gas balanced with three individual flow channels to lower the pressure
drop.
2.5.2 Gas Diffusion Layer (GDL)
The GDL, usually a carbon based cloth or fiber network, is designed to have high gas
permeability and good electric conductivity. The GDL is in direct contact with the BPP
and electrodes with the task to evenly distribute the reactant gases and transport the
electrons between them. A modern GDL has a hydrophobic coating to remove excess water
and avoid flooding of the electrode surfaces (Figure 2.4). A typical GDL for PEMFC is
constructed of woven layers of carbon fibers with a micrometer size diameter.
2.5.3 Electrodes
The electrodes, also known as the micro porous layer (MPL), the active layer (AL), or
the catalyst layer, are composed of catalyst particles, carbon support, and a proton con-
ducting matrix. The electrochemical catalyst is responsible for the fuel reaction in the fuel
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Figure 2.4: The GDL is treated with hydrophobic PFSA to improve the transport of excess product
water away from the electrodes.
cell. The carbon support is the conductor between the catalyst and the GDL, leading the
electron to and from the reaction sites. The proton conducting matrix is the glue which
binds the reactants together and are also responsible for the proton transport between the
reaction site and the PEM. Figure 2.5 depicts all parts and the 3D structure and relevant
sizes. The porous structure yields easier gas transport and the proton-conducting matrix
covering the support allows proton transport between the membrane and the reaction-site
on the catalyst particles. The carbon support is used as electrical conduction between the
BPP and the reaction sites, and the hydrophobic support aid the evaporation of product
water produced at the reaction sites.
The catalyst for all low temperature fuel cells are platinum (Pt) based, and in the case of
a system with a reformer, alloyed with ruthenium and cobalt to handle carbon monoxide.
Platinum is the only known catalyst capable of splitting hydrogen into protons and elec-
trons and recombining it with oxygen to form water. Therefore, platinum is present at both
electrodes. The platinum catalyst is expensive and therefore it is important to have a low
loading of catalyst. Research during the recent years have been successful and the loading
for modern materials today is about 0.6 µg/cm2 compared to 5 µg/cm2 around year 2000
[21].
For PEM, three dominating polymer configurations compete today; long (LSC), intermedi-
ate, and short side chain (SSC) groups. Examples are Nafion R©, 3M PFSA, and Aquivion
[24]. The side chain groups’ influence on ion conductivity, chemical resistance and me-
chanical strength is complex; shorter side chains will create smaller tubes and therefore
lower ion conductivity and lower water uptake (swelling), but higher mechanical strength.
Fewer ether links also give the polymer better chemical stability, but limits the polymers’
flexibility.
For the performance of the fuel cell, it is crucial that the electrodes are as thin as possible.
For this purpose the electrodes are deposited directly on the GDL or the PEM as a mi-
crometer thick layer. Electrode manufacturing methods are printing, spraying, or brushing
of an electrode ink containing a suspension of particles and carbon support. After being
deposited on either GDL or membrane, the whole assembly is pressed together to form the
membrane electrode assembly (MEA). This can be done before assembly of the fuel cell or
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Figure 2.5: The structure of the catalyst layer is 3-dimensional and consists of a carbon based
support (c-support) in the range of ∼100 nm with nano-meter sized Pt catalyst particles attached.
To yield proton conductivity from the particles to the bulk membrane the structure is covered with a
thin film of proton conducting matrix (often the same polymer as the membrane). The catalyst layer
degradation can affect all three components, but by different mechanisms such as carbon corrosion,
thinning of the proton conducting matrix, and loss of catalyst particles as shown in this picture.
Inspired by Satish et al [22] and Zhang et al [23].
as a process by the heat and pressure at the first start-up.
2.5.4 Polymer Electrolyte Membrane (PEM)
The most important properties of the PEM are to:
• Facilitate proton transport from the anode to the cathode.
• Block gas crossover from one side to the other.
• Electrically insulate, to not short circuit the fuel cell.
These properties are fulfilled by poly-fluorosulfonic acid-based polymers (PFSA). In lit-
erature, the most commonly used PFSA is Nafion R© developed by DuPont in the 1960’s
(figure 2.6) [25]. The fully fluorinated backbone gives the polymer a good chemical stability
in the harsh environment present in the fuel cell.
Proton transport inside the PEM
PFSA-ionomers have hydrophobic backbone and hydrophilic end groups. The hydrophilic
part can absorb large quantities of water, the weight of the material can be increased by up
to 50% when fully hydrated [27]. The long polymer chains align and with the right length
of the side chain groups this will create a stable structure of hydrophilic tubes with a hy-
drophobic matrix in between (figure 2.7) [28, 29], however, this model structure is debated
[30, 31]. The proton transport is a product of these tubes, a close enough distance between
the hydrophilic end groups and sufficient amount of water molecules in the tubes, allow the
protons to ”jump” from water molecule to water molecule creating H3O
+ ions which move
in the electric potential field created by the anode and cathode potentials. The ability to
easily donate protons to water molecules creating these hydronium ions (H3O
+) makes the
PFSA-membrane a super-acid. A fully hydrated Nafion membrane contains up to 21 H2O
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Figure 2.6: The chemical composition of long- and short-side chain ionomers used for fuel cell
applications. This long-side chain ionomer is commercially known as Nafion R© from DuPont and
the short-side chain ionomer is produced by Solvay Solexis under the name of Aquivion R© [26].
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Figure 2.7: The structure of semi-crystalline ionomer on the nano-meter level is composed of ion-
conducting channels linked together. The crystalline ”islands” provide increased rigidity and sta-
bility to the polymer at elevated temperatures.
molecules per SO−3 -group, but this decreases if other cations are present in the membrane
[32].
The internal resistance within the fuel cell is a sum of the electrical resistance and the
proton transport in the PEM. The electrical resistance is usually very low as the electron
transport takes place in graphite-like materials and stainless steel. The proton transport
resistance in the membrane is usually magnitudes higher even though the protons are only
transported through a very thin film. This is due to much larger mass of the proton and
the limitation of ion transport in solid materials [33].
The thickness of today’s membranes range from 20-150 µm depending on ionomer and
manufacturing technique; the benefit with thinner membranes is higher ion conductivity
and therefore a higher efficiency of the cell. Very thin membranes can on the other hand
have a lowered performance due to cross over of gas and/or electrons between the anode and
the cathode, which lowers the potential and the efficiency. A thinner membrane demands
good mechanical stability to avoid pinhole-formation. Cross over of gases does not only
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affect the performance, the chemical process taking place around the hole will release heat
that further damages the membrane. Ultimately the fuel cell membrane breaks.
Water in the PEM
The humidification of the PEM is complex. Water can be supplied to the membrane in two
ways: i) the ORR produces water, and ii) the incoming gases in the fuel cell can be humid-
ified. It is common to supply 50-100% of humidity to the incoming gases of a PEMFC. On
the other hand, water leaves the fuel cell with the excess gases. When it comes to water
economy, water can be recycled and reused in the humidifiers.
A traditional PEM fuel cell operates between 60-95◦C. In this temperature range it is easy
to control the humidity keeping the PEM fully hydrated yielding a good performance. The
main advantage with higher operation temperatures is the more efficient cooling system,
making the total system efficiency higher. Also, the CO tolerance at higher temperatures
improves, which simplifies the design for reformers in systems using hydrocarbons as fuels.
However, at temperatures above 100◦C, even with fully humidified gases, the membrane
will have a low humidity, which requires a PEM with very high proton conductivity even
at low humidities [34].
Inside the PEM water move in hydrophilic channels by several mechanisms. Electro-osmotic
drag is when the hydronium ions (H3O
+) are pulled by the electric field [27, 35], from the
anode to the cathode. This can result in a flooding of the cathode and drying out of the
anode. Each proton can pull a whole cluster of water molecules. This makes the electro-
osmotic drag one of the dominating mechanisms in the PEM water balance. Back diffusion
is when the water produced by the ORR at the cathode moves towards the anode. The
water concentration is often lower on the anode side due to the electro-osmotic drag, but
is counteracted somewhat by the back diffusion. Two other effects worth mentioning are
thermal-osmotic drag and pressure driven hydraulic permeation. Usually these effects can
be neglected, but may play a role for conditions of large thermal gradients or uneven back
pressures.
The losses in the PEMFC
All interacting processes in a PEMFC make it a complex task to optimize the system ef-
ficiency. First the losses are outlined, dependent on operation voltage (figure 2.8). The
polarization curve can be divided into three regions with low, medium and high current
densities;
i) In the low current density region, fuel is abundant on both the anode and the cath-
ode, the high concentration of fuel and the low consumption will allow the fuels to diffuse
into the membrane (crossover) and react directly on the opposite electrode, this creates a
chemical short circuit. Activation losses are associated to the speed of the electron-transfer
on the catalyst. The ORR is several orders of magnitude slower than for the anode reaction.
ii) The dominant loss in the medium current density region is the ohmic resistance. The
main resistance source is the proton transport.
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Figure 2.8: A summary of the voltage losses in the polarization curve. Inspired by Yousfi-Steiner et
al [36].
iii) At high current densities, mass transport to the electrodes becomes the major loss.
Narrow pores and droplet formation on the catalyst creates the state of fuel starvation,
which can be mitigated with improved gas flow design.
Manufacturing of PEM
There are various methods to manufacture the PEM. Mechanical strength and orientation
of polymer chains is highly dependent on parameters such as additives and processing
temperature. With extrusion and casting there are possibilities to create gradients with
reinforcements in the membrane [37]. The manufacturing parameters and additives used
are often commercial secrets of the manufacturers. One example is radical scavengers,
designed to increase the chemical stability of the membrane by reacting with the radicals
produced under non-optimal working conditions such as open circuit voltage (OCV) [38].
2.6 Obstacles to PEMFC Commercialization
The ICE has had over 100 years of commercial use to improve and become the leading power
converter in transportation and many other applications. For PEMFC to be a competitive
option, it has to produce the same amount of energy, have similar dynamic properties
(changing power quickly on demand), have a competitive cost, and a comparable life-time.
2.6.1 Material Cost
For some time, the significant cost for PEMFC has been the Pt-catalyst. The electrodes
with the Pt-catalyst accounts for ca 50% of the total stack cost [39]. However, as catalyst
loading has decreased, the focus on other components such as the sealings, GDL, BPP,
and PEM has increased. Sealings in the fuel cell stack play an unexpected role. The
temperature, pressure, hydrogen permeability, and chemical environment limit the choice
of materials to highly specialized polymers. Reports from the US DOE show 10.8% of the
total stack cost to come from the sealings, more than the PEM itself costs (8.4%) [39]. The
corrosive resistant stainless steel in the BPP is expensive and has poor thermal properties,
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however, with good design including cooling pockets, the BPP can be made very thin, and
contribute to lighter stacks and higher power densities. The GDL is manufactured from
inexpensive materials and the cost is already low.
2.6.2 Life-Length
With a large investment cost, being about 40% of the total system cost, the life-length
of the stack must be comparable with already present technologies. An estimation of a
life-time exceeding 5000 operating hours is needed for commercialization, somewhat de-
pendent on market and application. Life-time experiments today range from 1000-26000
operating hours [37, 40, 41, 25]. Field tests look promising; Honda introduced the FCX
Clarity in 2008, a PEMFC car fueled with compressed hydrogen (700 bar) and a range of
about 500 km. General Motors reports having reached 100 000 miles with a vehicle in their
119-vehicle fleet and Honda has demonstrated operation of fuel cells down to -20◦C [42, 43].
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Chapter 3
PEMFC Degradation Mechanisms
In order to increase the life time of fuel cells it is important to understand what degrades
performance and life time. The degradation mechanisms, a part of the general concept of
aging, are closely linked to the operating conditions in the fuel cell, some can be controlled,
others not [25]. Figure 2.8 shows the typical voltage losses in a PEMFC. However, this
schematic is only valid for a fuel cell with pristine fuel cell components. As the fuel cell
ages, the losses increase and the polarization curve will change, many factors are involved
in this process. In this chapter we again address each component in the fuel cell and
degradation mechanisms affecting those components, secondly we look at how external
factors influence these mechanisms, and finally focus on the operating conditions.
3.1 PEM Degradation Mechanisms
The PEM is one of the main factors limiting the lifetime of a fuel cell stack. The origins
of the degradation mechanisms are of both physical and chemical nature and both are
equally important to understand. This brief survey presents the different mechanisms for
degradation found in the literature and mitigation strategies to improve the lifetime of the
PEM.
3.1.1 Physical Degradation
Physical degradation or degradation of the structure of the PEM is caused by for example
heat, pressure, and drying. As an example, pinholes, small holes formed in the membrane
cause gas flow between anode and cathode. This not only decreases the efficiency of the
fuel cell, but might also cause short circuit, and the mixing of hydrogen and oxygen can
be a dangerous combination. Pinholes can arise from dry spots, which cause shrinkage and
expansion of the PEM, or from freezing the fuel cell. A PEM is more prone to develop pin-
holes after long use; stiffness and loss of backbone material are underlying causes [44, 45].
To avoid pinholes, a thicker membrane can be used, but the trade-off is a lower proton
conductivity [46].
”Hot-spots” is the term for a mechanism when uneven distribution of heat speeds up the
chemical degradation. Physical degradation and chemical degradation are linked; chemical
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degradation can lead to mechanical failure. The situation is complex; if one spot is hotter
than another the dissociation at the anode and the recombination at the cathode are faster,
producing even more heat. Hot-spots can cause either drying, by increased evaporation, or
flooding of the PEM. In the long term, these processes may create pinholes, see above [47].
Apart from the secondary effects as described above, subfreezing temperatures do not affect
the PEM degradation, but do have an effect on the proton conductivity [48]. Degradation
mechanisms during freeze/thaw cycles are related to the catalyst layer and delamination of
the interface between the GDL and the PEM [49]. For an extensive report on mitigation
strategies on fuel cell freezing see Pesaran et al. [50].
3.1.2 Chemical Degradation
The harsh chemical environment and the potential at the anode and cathode can drive
unwanted chemical reactions. Radicals such as hydroxyl and peroxyl (·OH and ·OOH),
formed on the cathode side, can attack both the carbon support and the PEM [51]. If these
radicals attack the fluorinated backbone they form HF (hydrogen fluoride), which in turn
breaks down the PEM even further. There are two suggested pathways to the hydroxyl
and peroxyl radicals, outlined below [40].
Peroxide
On the cathode side, where water is formed, there will also be hydrogen peroxide as a result
from the stoichiometry of the ORR on the cathode electrode (see equation 3.1) [52].
2H+ +O2 + 2e
− → H2O2 (3.1)
This product is dependent on the number of available catalyst sites. The peroxide concen-
tration is drastically increased if the number of available sites is low [53, 54]. This can be
a secondary process after the catalyst layer has lost performance due to degradation.
Metal ions
Formation of radicals through the peroxide pathway can be chemically induced by exposing
the PEM to metal ions and hydrogen peroxide. This is referred to as Fenton’s test and is an
accelerated aging test. For fuel cells with stainless steel BPP these are the primary source
for metal ions. The environment at the BPP is as discussed earlier very acidic (due to the
H3O
+ ions formed at the anode side), and easily corrode the plates. The second pathway
is called the direct pathway, where protons and oxygen are directly converted into radicals
with the help of the Pt catalyst.
Metal ions also hinder the proton conductivity; all metal ions have lower conductivity than
protons in the PEM [55]. Furthermore, Pozio et al. suggests that iron from the BPP, by
binding to the PEM, form radicals that attack the backbone [56]. The result is a high
concentration of fluoride ions in the cathode outlet water; one mitigation strategy is to use
more stable BPP.
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Figure 3.1: Basic flow geometries: a) parallel, b) serpentine, and c) interdigitated flow patterns.
Reformate and hydrocarbons
There is no evidence that the PEM is affected by the reformation products. De Bruijn
et al. report that the parameters most important for PEM degradation are cycling of
voltage, humidity and operating temperature [40]. The reformation products CO, CO2 and
hydrocarbon residues are more prone to affect the catalyst and carbon support. The carbon
support is the chemically weak point at the three phase boundary (reactant gas, catalyst
and electrolyte) and thus the material easiest corroded.
3.1.3 Water Management
The PEM needs to be hydrated to yield a good proton transport. However, too much water
can flood the electrodes limiting the transport of reactant gas to the catalyst. In a PEMFC
water is produced on the cathode side and may back-diffuse to the anode side. For an
in situ study of water management, Ludlow et al. used neutron imaging to give insight
into the dynamics of water in a working fuel cell [57]. Changing the hydration level induces
volume changes in the PEM and this affects both the PEM and the electrodes mechanically.
For water management some engineering parameters are important. One is to control the
humidity of the incoming gas; often by recovering the waste water from the cathode side and
recirculating. Another way to improve water management is by the flow channel geometries
in the BPP. For example, for the interdigitated channel flow pattern (figure 3.1c) the water
is both supplied and removed by both convection and diffusion as opposed to the parallel
(3.1a) and serpentine (3.1b) patterns where diffusive transport is governing [58].
3.1.4 Fuel Starvation
Fuel starvation occurs mainly when not enough fuel is supplied to complete the reaction
at the anode. While the gas supply to individual cells in a stack can vary, all cells must
produce the same current when coupled in series. The result is a rise in anode potential and
in some severe cases the carbon support can be consumed as fuel [59]. Fuel starvation also
arises from trying to minimize the waste of fuel by not supplying a surplus. Fuel starvation
mainly changes the potential of the anode and thereby promotes side-reactions [25].
Some different mechanisms arise when starving the cathode gas stream. At non steady-
state flow conditions the oxygen flow reacts slower to changes due to the lower diffusivity
in the electrode. Also, at high current densities the reaction kinetics is mass transport
limited. Because of the limited diffusivity of oxygen a high stoichiometry on the cathode
side increases the current density considerably [60]. Using pure oxygen on the cathode side
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provides a higher performance compared to using air. This is due to a choking effect of
nitrogen, even though air contains more than enough oxygen to carry out the reaction [58].
3.1.5 Load Cycles
Varying the load changes not only affects the reaction rates at the anode and cathode,
but also the potential and the water production. Fast variations are most stressful for
the fuel cell and steady-state conditions are always preferred. Generally, open circuit po-
tential (OCP), where fuel is supplied but no load is applied, should be avoided. OCP
creates a high potential between the anode and cathode that accelerate all types of chemi-
cal degradation. In practical applications with a large variation of load, the fuel cell would
benefit from being hybridized with a battery to buffer these large load variations. Also,
fast load change can lead to fuel starvation and a reverse current causing carbon corrosion
[61]. Other conditions affecting the lifetime of the PEM are temperature and relative hu-
midity, which can induce mechanical stress causing pinholes and micro cracks, see 3.1.1 [47].
3.2 Electrode Degradation Mechanisms
Increasing the durability of the electrodes is a key factor to make PEMFC a competitive
power source. The electrodes have several important tasks in the fuel cell and different
types of degradation will affect these tasks differently. The performance of the MEA is
dependent on the kinetics of the electrode reaction, the number of active sites, the current
distribution, and mass-transport. Today, a state-of-the-art MEA has high power density
even with a low catalyst loading, but is hampered by aging and the accompanying degra-
dation of performance.
The primary degradation mechanisms of the electrocatalysts/electrodes are dissolution and
sintering of the catalyst particles, corrosion of the carbon support material and the pro-
ton conducting matrix within the electrode layer, and induced chemical or morphological
changes from poisoning. Some of the observed structural changes to the electrocatalyst are
sintering which reduce the available catalytically active surface area, compositional alter-
ation of the alloy catalysts altering the reaction mechanism, and movement of the catalyst
material in the electric field potential. Poisoning can occur from dissolved species from
other components within the fuel cell, such as the BPP or the gaskets or from fuel or air
pollution, such as CO poisoning from reformate or salt from a marine environment [25, 62].
3.2.1 Electrocatalyst Stability: Sintering and Pt Particle Dissolution and Mi-
gration
One of the major mechanisms for the loss of active area of the electrocatalysts is the Pt
or Pt alloy particle sintering [25, 62]. Sintering occurs when the well-dispersed catalysts
agglomerate into larger, more thermodynamically stable particles. The particle growth can
be atomic where individual atoms move (Oswald ripening), which usually occurs through
dissolution and re-precipitation in the fuel cell environment or an entire catalyst particle
can move and merge with another particle (coalescence) [63]. When Pt particles migrate
on the support either through Ostwald ripening or coalescence the average supported Pt
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Figure 3.2: The different mechanisms of sintering and migration of catalyst material in the electrode
of a PEMFC [64].
particle size increase, reducing the electrochemically active surface area, leading to a re-
duced performance of the cell.
Another loss of Pt can occur through oxidized Pt species dissolving in the aqueous en-
vironment, detaching from the support and re-precipitating either on defect sites on the
support, within the ionomer layer or within the membrane itself. The latter leads to the
development of this Pt band within the membrane [25, 64]. With high potential over the
electrodes and membrane, the platinum on the cathode can form platinum ions or platinum
complexes and migrate into the membrane towards the anode until it reaches a higher con-
centration of hydrogen where it is reduced to metal nano-particles within the membrane
[63, 65, 66], precipitating as small particles within the membrane [64, 67]. This decreases
the performance of the cell due to loss of active catalyst sites. The mechanisms involved
with Pt particle sintering and dissolution re-precipitation are summarized in figure 3.2.
It is known that Pt can become oxidized in an aqueous environment depending on the pH
and potential, as can be seen in the Pt/water Pourbaix diagram [25, 68]. Above 1.18 V, a
diffuse mono-layer thin oxide layer has been seen on Pt. However, when cycling to lower
potentials (<0.5 V) this oxide layer can be reduced. Pt has been found to be slightly soluble
under conditions found in a PEMFC, but the soluble species has not yet been identified
[25]. There are several operational modes which have been shown to exacerbate the sinter-
ing of the Pt particles including repeated start-stop cycles and extended operation at high
potentials and OCP [61]. At OCP, under acidic conditions, PtO2 is known to be stable,
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Figure 3.3: A: Unused membrane with electrodes. B: Analysis of a degraded PEM with electrodes,
after PEM failure (Post-mortem). The cathode has sustained considerable carbon corrosion. The
cathode components (light gray) are dispersed all the way into the PEM. The carbon migration into
the PEM is confirmed using micro-Raman [37]
and this condition should therefore be avoided [25].
Approaches to minimize the loss of electrochemically active surface area have focused on
changing the characteristics of the catalyst or modifying the support [69, 70]. For example,
it has been shown that alloying the Pt with cobalt helps resist dissolution even though the
average particle size is larger and thus the active surface area is smaller [71]. Modifying the
support with a metal oxide has also been shown to reduce the sintering of the Pt particles
without reducing their activity [21].
To mitigate catalyst poisoning in reformat systems, the Pt catalyst is alloyed with ruthe-
nium (Ru) to improve the CO-oxidation properties of the catalyst. However, Ru is more
readily oxidizable than Pt, and forms a soluble Ru(OH2) above 0.6 V and pH 3 [72]. A
potential mechanism is preferential loss of Ru under potential cycling, leading to a dimin-
ished tolerance for CO poisoning, and thus an overall loss in performance [73]. In long
term stack testing Ru particles were found on the anode/membrane interface within the
membrane [74].
3.2.2 Electrode Corrosion
Carbon support corrosion or carbon oxidation is the process where the carbon support for
the catalyst is oxidized and broken down during fuel cell operation [40]. Figure 3.3 is a light
microscope picture of a degraded commercial MEA. A light gray band corresponds to the
anode, while the cathode band is not as well defined, indicating the breakdown of the cata-
lyst layer. This MEA had lost 42% of its initial performance during the lifetime testing [37].
Oxidation of the catalyst support can also be promoted on the anode side by high potentials
and low relative humidities [21]. This can occur when the fuel is unevenly distributed and
not enough hydrogen is available locally (fuel starvation). This drives the potential in
negative direction until these reactions can take place, similar to a shutdown fuel cell [62].
Schultze et al. [75] have shown that the added Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) degrades
preferentially on the anode side of a working fuel cell. This can lead to a decrease in gas
permeability due to liquid water trapped in the pores.
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3.3 External Factors
3.3.1 Poisoning
Poisoning is when the activity of the catalyst is diminished upon exposure to the substance.
For fuel cells, this is often caused by impurities in the reactant gas streams, but also from
degradation products from other cell components such as gaskets and BPP [25]. The
poisoning effect is temperature dependent and high temperature PEMFC (200◦C) are not
affected in the same way as low temperature PEMFC (80◦C).
Fuel impurities
The source of hydrogen fuel impacts the impurities found in the feed stream. Both refor-
mation of hydrocarbons and water electrolysis can produce hydrogen with high purity, but
the cost is a low efficiency. Electrolysis systems that use salt water or unpurified water can
contain some impurities, however, usually not enough to poison the fuel cell. For reformate
system, the hydrocarbons can contain sulfur and nitrogen oxides which affect both perfor-
mance and durability. The most common and well-studied impurity is CO which is most
abundant in reformate systems and poison the catalyst by occupying the reaction sites. Ad-
ditional impurities are ammonia, hydrogen sulfide, hydrocarbons, aldehydes, mercaptans,
and cyanides. As little as 30 ppm of NH3 can cause irreversible loss of protonic conductiv-
ity in the membrane around the anode. This loss is attributed to the formation of NH+4 .
Hydrogen sulfide absorbs on the electrocatalyst surface reversibly, if the cell is allowed to
go to high potentials. If not, concentrations as low as 10 ppb can have a deterious effect
on performance [25].
When steam reforming hydrocarbons, traces (25 ppm - 3%) of carbon monoxide (CO) will
be present in the anode gas stream. As little as 25 ppm CO blocks enough active sites
on the platinum catalyst to severely slow down the anode process at 80◦C. This process is
reversible and adding a small amount of oxygen to the anode stream (air bleed) reduces the
poisoning effect [76]. Because reformate contains high concentrations of CO2, the power
density of the fuel cell is slightly lower due to mass transport limitations [77, 78]. Alloying
with ruthenium on the anode increases the efficiency of oxidizing CO to CO2 and is therefore
the popular choice for reformat systems [49, 79, 80]. The choice of catalyst also affects the
activation losses [25].
3.4 PEMFC degradation
In order for the PEMFC to be able to compete with the ICE, both cost and durability of
all components needs to be improved. Studies have shown that the current technology with
the correct operating conditions and manufacturing techniques can reach this goal [40, 25].
To optimize the materials it is important to know the degradation mechanisms and how
they affect the performance life-time of the complete fuel cell system.
Degradation mechanisms are coupled to the operating parameters. For example cycling the
load rapidly, operating at low temperatures or start/stop cycling degrade the components
faster than steady-state operation at constant temperature. To accurately predict the life
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Figure 3.4: Three different operating schemes, load decides all other parameters such as reactant flow
rates, cell voltage etc. These operating schemes are designed to investigate how either steady-state
or dynamic load affect the life of the components and complete fuel cell system.
time or inducing stress to find weak components or design one needs to consider which
operating scheme to apply.
3.5 Operating conditions
The term ”automotive conditions” are often applied when a system design is intended for
transport application. These include cars, trucks, construction equipment, marine appli-
cations and auxiliary power and the basic requirements involve high power density, fast
change of load idle operation at OCV. For propulsion application (cars, trucks) the load
cycle is often dynamic such as saw-tooth (Figure 3.4)
Accelerated testing intends to slow down development time, material screening and low-
ering costs. These are typically done by exaggerating a parameter. Examples of in situ
accelerated aging schemes are open-circuit-voltage; creating radicals under the high po-
tential and readily available fuel, fuel starvation, causing reversal of the fuel cell in areas
with insufficient fuel. The most commonly used ex situ accelerated degradation scheme is
Fenton’s solution or Fenton’s reagent. The material is treated with a solution of hydro-
gen peroxide and iron catalyst oxidizing ferrous iron(II) to ferric iron(III). The product
yield two radicals; one hydroxyl radical (·OH) and one peroxide radical (·OOH). According
to literature, the accepted theory is radical attack on the back-bone creating a so called
unzipping effect of the polymer chain.
3.5.1 Fuel cell shutdown
When shutting down a PEMFC it is important to consider what will happen with the
remaining reactants. The anode and cathode still contain fuel and water, the potential
between the anode and cathode will have OCP. To stop the reactions, one option is to
purge the anode with inert nitrogen. This however requires nitrogen to be stored on-board,
making the system more complex. If the exhaust is closed, the hydrogen will remain on
the anode and slowly diffuse through the membrane to the cathode. Tang et al. studied
the reactions occurring when the exhaust of the fuel cell is left open after shutdown. Air
will diffuse into the anode of the fuel cell creating an environment where several unwanted
reactions will take place [81].
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Chapter 4
Analysis Methods
Analysis of the degradation of the PEMFC can be done in several ways and with several
techniques. Some techniques give confirmation, while others give complementary informa-
tion. It is useful to divide the experiments into two categories, in situ and ex situ. In situ
experiments are performed under operation of the fuel cell, as the degradation is taking
place, while ex situ experiments, are performed after the aging experiment has been per-
formed. Some methods can be used both in situ and ex situ, others only in the latter mode,
those requiring special conditions such as ultra-high vacuum.
This work focuses on vibrational spectroscopy, more exactly Raman spectroscopy. In ad-
dition, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was used to monitor the health of
the fuel cell during the aging experiments. X-ray photo-electron spectroscopy (XPS) and
transmission electron spectroscopy (TEM) were used to confirm and complement the results
from the Raman spectroscopy experiments.
4.1 Vibrational Spectroscopy
Vibrational spectroscopy is a family of spectroscopy methods studying the molecular vibra-
tions, rotations and other low-frequency modes in the material. The molecular vibrations
are excited by broad or narrow band photon energy sources (often a laser) from the infra-red
spectrum up to ultra-violet. When a photon hits an electron in the material, different sce-
narios can occur; the material can absorb the energy robbing the broad energy spectrum
of some frequencies (e.g. IR spectroscopy), the photon can scatter against the material
elastically without energy loss (Rayleigh scattering), or scatter in-elastically with energy
loss (e.g. Raman spectroscopy), see figure 4.1 [82].
4.1.1 Raman Spectroscopy
In-elastically scattered light in the visible (vis) and ultra-violet (UV) range is referred to
as Raman scattered light. This vibrational scattering was first observed by Sir Chan-
drasekhara Venkata Raman in 1928 and gave rise to a new tool of non-destructive material
analysis. Energy from incoming photons is absorbed by the electrons in the material and
the electrons are transferred to a higher energy state. When the electrons return to the
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Figure 4.1: Raman scattering, as opposed to Rayleigh scattering, is inelastic which means that the
energy of the incoming light and the emitted light are of different wave lengths.
original state or an intermediate state the excess energy is emitted as a secondary photon.
This is as opposed to Rayleigh scattering where the energy of the secondary photons have
the same energy as the excitation source, but with changed intensity [82].
Both Stokes Raman scattering and anti-Stokes Raman scattering occur in a material ex-
posed to light, however, Stokes Raman scattering have a higher probability than anti-Stokes
as the number of molecules in the ground-state is larger than the number in excited state.
The Stokes and anti-Stokes scattering spectra contain the same information and both are
equally useful (figure 4.1).
The scattering process occurs for all ranges of electro-magnetic energies and materials, for
a more controlled Raman process the use of a narrow energy laser is preferred. Any laser
source from vis to UV is suitable; in literature the most commonly used ones are Ar-ion
(green, 514.5 nm) He-Ne (red, 632.8 nm) and Nd-YAG (infra-red, 1064 nm). The intensity
needs to be controlled in order to preserve the material and laser intensities in the milliwatt
range are common [83].
With the short wave-length, Raman has the benefit that it can be combined with a mi-
croscope to measure local properties of the material. This setup is often referred to as
micro-Raman and the sample volume of one of these setups are in the order of a few cubic
micro meters. Using a micro-Raman setup it is also possible to yield small volume sampling
in the fuel cell in the order of 5 µm [84]. The confocal Raman spectroscopy adopts the
benefits of confocal microscopy where only a small volume or surface of the sample is illu-
minated and sampled. This gives a very small and controlled sample volume compared to
wide-field microscopy where a large area or the whole sample is illuminated, and a small vol-
ume sampled. A pinhole is placed in the focal path of the laser beam, rejecting out of focus
light, see figure 4.2. The signal-to-noise ratio is also improved using confocal technique [85].
For fuel cell analysis, Raman spectroscopy is in particularly suitable for observing carbon
(GDL, MPL), the PFSA-membrane and water in a fuel cell (figure 4.3). As Raman spec-
troscopy is a non-destructive analysis method, it is possible to perform in situ experiments
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Figure 4.2: The principal of confocal microscopy, the illumination of the sample is focused into a
small spot using optics and pinholes (red lines). All scattered light originating from any other parts
of the sample are blocked by the same pinholes (blue lines).
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Figure 4.3: Schematics of a simple micro-Raman setup. A Raman spectroscope setup combined
with an immersion microscope makes a powerful combination for both in situ and ex situ analysis.
Micro-Raman setups are often coupled with an imaging part using the microscope optics for focusing
and imaging (not in schematics).
on operating fuel cells and post-mortem analysis to determine the changes in structure and
composition before and after aging experiment [35].
4.2 Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS)
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is a real time measurement possible to per-
form in situ during operational mode. The aim of an EIS measurement is to determine the
type and magnitude of the resistances in the fuel cell. The most common analysis span an
entire fuel cell from one current collector (BPP) to the other, it is also possible with special
techniques to measure only on certain components or over multiple cells, but with reduced
traceability of the location of the resistances. The basic principle of EIS and components
required are described in figure 4.4.
4.2.1 Electrical Component Modeling of EIS
To extract the specific resistance or capacitance of one specific component, for example the
membrane, an equivalent circuit model must be applied. The model use common electrical
components such as resistors (R), capacitors (C), and inductors (L). To model diffusion
and mass transport it is necessary to introduce more advanced elements such as phase de-
pendent resistors, Warburg impedance (ZW ), in the circuit model [86]. Figure 4.5 show a
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Figure 4.4: The principle of EIS. The frequency response analyzer generates an AC-perturbation
on top of the DC load of the fuel cell. The voltage sense leads measure voltage over one or more
cells in a stack (Vcell = VDC + VAC). The main cell leads measure the current over the whole fuel
cell stack (Icell = IDC + IAC). Finally, the small AC voltage (VAC) and current (IAC) is measured
by the frequency response analyzer.
Definition Impedance
Resistor V = I ·R ZR = R
Capacitor I = C dVdt ZC =
1
jωC = − jωC
Inductor V = LdIdt ZL = jωL
RH+
ZWA RA RC ZWCRe-L
CA CC
Figure 4.5: An example of an equivalent circuit model for a PEMFC cell. L is the induction in
the wiring for the instruments, to and from the fuel cell. Re− is the bulk contact, the resistance
for electron to and from the active layer. ZWA,RA, and CA together represent the mass transport,
resistance and capacitance in the anode electrode, a similar circuit is also represent the cathode.
Finally, the resistance RH+ is the proton transport resistance, typically the largest resistance in the
PEMFC.
typical model of a single cell, this model requires several measurements with high precision,
preferably without load to minimize the measurement errors.
4.2.2 EIS applied to PEMFC
EIS can reveal several PEMFC problems; flooding of the electrodes as increased mass
transport resistance in the high frequency zone (Warburg impedance), loss of catalyst
activity as lowered capacitance, or complete failure of the cell. During fuel cell testing,
EIS is performed on a regular basis. EIS measurements can be performed either during
steady-state load or at OCP, an external AC-voltage is applied over the fuel cell and the
response is measured. To complete the measurement, a sweep of frequencies is recorded,
typically by a 10 mV perturbation from 10 mHz to 10 kHz [33].
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Figure 4.6: Traditional XPS Setup, the sample is excited by high energy electrons (1.5 kV), non-
elastically scattered electrons (photo-emitted electrons) from the surface region of the sample (70-
110 A˚) will travel through an Electron Collection Lens into the Hemispherical Analyzer or Electron
Energy Analyzer. The electrons are separated by an electric field to determine the energy of the
photo-emitted electrons. An ion gun (Argon) can be used to clean the sample surface prior or during
measurement. The ion gun can also be used for depth profiling.
4.3 X-ray Photo-electron Spectroscopy (XPS)
Similar to vibrational spectroscopy the molecules are in X-ray photo-electron spectroscopy
(XPS) excited, but here by high energy electrons in the X-ray region (around 1.5 kV en-
ergy). The focused beam of electrons referred to as primary electrons is directed towards
the sample with an inclination angle towards the sample, the detector is placed at the same
angle opposite the excitation source (Figure 4.6). The detector is selective and discards
the elastically scattered electrons from the electron source; only photo-emitted electrons
(less energy than the excitation source) from the sample are counted. The indecent beam
of electrons scatters with the electrons in the inner orbitals of the atoms of the material
creating secondary electrons.
The probing depth of XPS is around 70-110 A˚, due to the short reach of the secondary
electrons. The detected secondary electrons detected originates from the 1s, 2s, 2p 3s etc.
XPS is useful for detecting light elements as these inner orbitals are exposed and require
less excitation energy to leave the orbitals.
XPS require low pressure to yield a good signal-to-noise ratio, a pressure of 10−6 Pa is
considered standard. Recent techniques of environment XPS with various stages of vacuum
allows experiments to be carried out at as high as 1 Pa at room temperature, however, the
PEM-fuel cell require 40-100% humidity at 60-120◦C and 105 Pa (1 atm), which makes
this technique unsuitable for in situ fuel cell experiments, but suitable for more specific
experiments such as observing CO oxidation on ruthenium [87].
4.4 Electron Microscopy
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and scan-
ning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) are imaging techniques using high energy
electrons to image small samples on a micrometer to sub-nano-meter level. All three tech-
niques use focused electron beams to image the sample, some basic technical differences
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gives the techniques different advantages.
SEM is used to image large areas from centimeter range down to nano-meter range. The
surface is scanned with an electron beam in the energy range of 0.2-30 kV and the elastically
scattered electrons, in-elastically scatted electrons, or electromagnetic radiation from the
scattering is collected at angle from the indecent beam. SEM imaging require the sample
to be electrically conducting to avoid electrostatic charging of the surface with adsorbed
electrons, for GDL, electrode and catalyst this is not a problem, while for the PEM this
becomes more difficult, but selecting a lower acceleration voltage for the electrons reduces
the charging effect.
TEM is a high resolution microscopy method used to image down to sub-nano-meter level.
Electrons in the energy range of 100-300 kV are directed with high precision magnetic lenses
and apertures to focus the electron beam onto the whole sample. It is also possible to scan
the sample using electromagnets to focus the beam on a small spot on the sample and scan
over the surface (STEM).
For PEMFC, SEM and STEM are interesting as they can be combined with energy dis-
persive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) or electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) to not only
image the surface, but also collect elemental information about the surface. All electron
microscopy techniques require vacuum (10−4 Pa or lower) in the sample chamber to main-
tain the mean free path for the electrons, which makes these techniques suitable for ex situ
analysis. SEM and (S)TEM are excellent tools to characterize the active layer, degradation
of electro catalyst, carbon support, and catalyst migration into the PEM [37, 84, 88].
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Chapter 5
Summary of Papers and Related
Work
5.1 Paper I
In this study we compared material aged in a real fuel cell for 1500 h with material aged
under controlled artificial conditions for 24 h. The purpose was to compare the degradation
mechanisms of the artificial scheme with the material aged in a real fuel cell to determine if it
is possible to simplify aging studies. The artificial degradation method chosen was Fenton’s
solution deposited by vapor. Both material aged under real and artificial conditions showed
visible signs of degradation. Confocal Raman spectroscopy was the tool used to determine
the chemical degradation. The PFSA-membrane consist of two units, one backbone and
numerous side chain groups. The backbone is built by CF2 units in a long chain. The
side chain have a chemical structure consisting of CF2, C-O-C and C-S-O units. The main
conclusion of the paper was that the degradation of the PEM is due to two mechanisms;
the first breaking down the back-bone, thus compromising the stability of the PEM, the
second removing the proton conducting end-groups, resulting in an increased resistance and
thereby lower efficiency. Raman spectroscopy can indeed detect both these degradation
mechanisms, however, while the PEM degraded in a real fuel cell show signs of both these
mechanisms, the material degraded under artificial conditions show only signs of back-bone
degradation. The results are summarized in two graphs. The lower Raman intensity of
C-S, C-O-C and S-O indicate that the side chain groups of the PEM are cut of from the
backbone during the degradation. The artificially degraded material does not show any
Raman spectral features due to this type of degradation.
5.2 Paper II
Here the analysis goes deeper into the membrane. The focus was on the structural changes
even leading to visible degradation of the PEM. The degradation is greater on the cathode
side, as expected from the literature. The physical degradation is also detected by Raman
spectroscopy in the lower energy region (1100-1800 cm−1). The Raman active bonds for
the carbon-based components have two peaks at approximately 1330 cm−1(D-mode) and
1600 cm−1(G-mode) [37, 83]. The ratio of intensity of these peaks indicate which carbon
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Figure 5.1: Custom made software to analyze data from segmented cell.
structure is more favored in the material. Certain types of degradation may be prone to
degrading one type more than another which results in change in the intensity ratio. An
increased carbon signal from the cathode side of the PEM is indicative of carbon support
corrosion. This is in agreement with the microscope images.
5.3 Paper III
This paper gives insight on how the carbon support (GDL and MPL) move inside the
MEA during aging. Based on the results of articles 1 and 2, and with the aid of XPS, we
investigated the changes in the carbon in the interface between the PEM and the active
layer. After separating the PEM from the carbon support, we measured the XPS spectra
on both sides of this interface. This yields 4 measurements on each MEA, two on the
anode and two on the cathode. Comparing the C-C content and the C-F content we can
determine if the measurement is in the GDL (0 mass-% C-F) or in the MEA (0.033 mass-%
C-F). In the same XPS measurement we can also see the Pt content and distribution. The
conclusion made is that while the total Pt content remains the same throughout the aging,
the distribution becomes broader, stretching further into the MEA and further out into the
carbon support.
5.4 The Segmented Cell
PEMFCs can exhibit an uneven current distribution within a single cell under operation.
The current is, however, measured as the average current distribution over the entire active
surface and gives no information about heterogeneities. Factors for heterogeneities can be
concentration gradients or stagnant zones, pressure drop, temperature gradients or ”hot-
spots”, local flooding or drying etc. and can severely lower the life-time and performance.
Here we utilized a custom made current distribution card with 375 measurement segments
over the 200 cm2 cell area. By changing parameters such as stoichiometry (fuel starva-
tion, stagnation), humidity (drying/flooding), CO-content (poisoning) and different flow
patterns we revealed important design parameters and poisoning mechanisms. The study
was focused in particularly on the CO-poisoning effect for auxiliary power unit reformate
PEMFC.
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Chapter 6
Future Outlook
A licentiate thesis is commonly considered to be written when one has reached about half
way down the road to a PhD, for me this is the end of that chapter as I have decided
to pursue another career. Nevertheless, the time I have spent on this work has been very
rewarding giving me skills for life. Working in the automotive sector I see a bright future
for fuel cell technology; Improving the life time of the components, reducing component
cost, and last but not least, legislation to promote environmental friendly technologies all
play key roles for a successful market introduction.
Raman spectroscopy is an excellent technique to measure the chemical composition of
PEMFC material. With the addition of a confocal microscope set up it enables tracking
local degradation inside the membrane. Furthermore, using in situ confocal Raman spec-
troscopy to study hydration and degradation mechanisms of the PEM has great potential
to further reveal the degradation mechanisms under operation. This method is one of the
few in situ techniques able to be used on a real fuel cell under normal operating conditions,
and the ability to study the chemical degradation with a large spatial resolution (on the
order of micro meters) makes it one of a kind.
In summary, the low temperature PEMFC has great potential in the transportation sector.
Light weight, compactness, and high efficiency, gives the PEMFC a clear place in situa-
tions when batteries are not enough. Another great feature of PEMFC is the ability to
use hydrocarbon based fuel sources with a reformer. This makes the technology potentially
successful with both direct hydrogen, renewable, and non-renewable fuel sources.
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